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HOUSING NUMBERS
 Per Year Total 

SODC’s own need over 23 years 

Latest government calculation  
method gives two alternates 556 12,788 

 627 14,421 

  ====== 

With the Growth Deal Government  
has persuaded them to accept 775 17,825 

 

Share of Oxford’s Unmet Need over 10 years 

The Government calculation method gives close to zero 
With the Growth Deal SODC has now accepted 495 4,950 
 
  ______ 
TOTAL  22,775 
   
The plan provides sufficient sites to build  28,459 
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HOUSING NUMBERS

 Per Year Total 

 

The previous version of the plan  
 
SODC’s Need over 22 years 775 17,050 
 
Share of Oxford’s unmet need over 10 years 375 3,750 
 
  ______ 
TOTAL  20,800 
  ______ 
 
The plan provided sufficient sites to build  22,563 
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SODC NEW 
LOCAL PLAN 
STRATEGIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
SITES
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https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/5101/oxford_local_plan_2036_-
_proposed_submission_draft
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• First priority to grow the economy and jobs within Oxford City –
business rates higher than income from housing 
– Protects employment sites from use for housing
– Introduced an Article 4 Direction which removes the permitted 

development right to change employment floorspace to residential 
use on Key Protected Employment Sites.

“Oxford is home to a third of the county’s jobs”

• To deliver as much housing as possible whilst balancing other 
important needs of the city’s residents and businesses

• To deliver affordable housing and ensure that it meets the 
requirements of those in need
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1.34 There is not the capacity within Oxford’s administrative boundary to meet all housing need. As far as
possible, this need should be met within Oxford or very close to its boundaries, as this will enable new
development to be connected to areas of employment and other facilities by sustainable modes of
transport. Any urban extensions to Oxford will therefore be well integrated into the city and will maximise
the benefit of existing infrastructure. Discussions with the other Oxfordshire districts regarding Oxford’s
unmet housing need are progressing positively; three of the neighbouring districts have agreed to
accommodate an element of this need and are progressing with their own Local Plan reviews to facilitate
this.
The next stage is to work collectively across the county in the production of the Joint Strategic Spatial Plan
which will identify broad areas for the accommodation of growth in the next round of Local Plans.

This is the excuse SODC’s Local Plan is using to build on the Green Belt around Oxford – it is 
untrue

1. Oxford City can meet its housing need within its boundaries
2. The difficulty of commuting into Oxford has not been addressed and housing on the

outskirts of Oxford would attract people commuting elsewhere
3. The previous SODC Local Plan assumed houses for Oxford could be anywhere, particularly
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Oxford’s ‘unmet’ housing need –
• Calculated Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2014 although an 

updated version 2018 is available
• A new calculation of housing need based on the Government’s standard methodology 

set out in ‘Planning for the Right Homes in the Right Places: Consultation Proposals’ 
(2017) was not used
• Agreed housing need - 28,000 (‘16-36)

• There is capacity for Oxford to build 10,000 dwellings within the city
• SODC’s quota for Oxford ‘Unmet’ housing need 3,750 (now 4,950)

• Housing will be delivered from the following sources:
• Deliverable sites from the HELAA . . . . . . . . . . 7600
• Windfalls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60pa x17 = 1,020
• Total 2016-2036 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 8620
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/download/495/strategic_housing_market_asses

sment
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Oxford’s ‘unmet’ housing need –

• SHMA 2018 – the projection which incorporated the 2012 MYE and 
corrected migration in Oxford resulted in a need for 15,100 homes 
over the same period.

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/5096/shma_updat
e... · PDF file
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• Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment 
(HELAA) – Nov 17

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/downloads/file/5158/helaa_report_-_november_2017

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT LAND HECTARES 301.632

% SOLELY RESIDENTIAL 19%

% MIX RESIDENTIAL OTHER 64%

% EMPLOYMENT USE 13%

highest housing density city centre 100 per ha

MAXIMUM HOUSING CAPACITY ON ALL LAND 30,163 
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ACCESS TO OXFORD FOR COMMUTERS

• Population of Oxford City: 154,600 (ONS 2017 mid-year estimate)

• 4,730 businesses provide 118,000 jobs – 30% of those in the 
county

• There are more jobs than residents – the jobs density ratio is 
1.23

• At least 46,000 people commute into Oxford for work
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1.57 The approach of the 
Local Plan is to ensure that 
new development is located
on established sustainable 
transport networks.
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COMMUTING INTO OXFORD

1.56 Objectives
• To ensure growth in the proportion of people walking and cycling to access jobs and 

facilities
• To provide enhanced facilities for walking and cycling, ensuring they are the primary modes 

for travel around the city
• To ensure walking and cycling routes are complemented with well managed and attractive 

public transport routes, and that car use is minimised
• Re-opening Cowley branch line
• Reducing car parking spaces

No solution to this problem has been suggested and building on outskirts of Oxford will 
exacerbate traffic congestion on main routes into and around Oxford and on local roads and 

increase pollution.
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• There is no unmet housing need – Oxford can build >30,000 
within the city

• Any houses built to help Oxford do not need to be built near 
Oxford, as the difficulties commuting in have not been 
addressed

• Houses built in the Green Belt around Oxford would 
exacerbate congestion and pollution

• There are good rail links for commuting into Oxford
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134. Green Belt serves five purposes: 
a) to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 
b) to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 
c) to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 
d) to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 
e) to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. 
(page 40)
137. Before concluding that exceptional circumstances exist to justify changes to Green Belt boundaries, the 
strategic policy-making authority should be able to demonstrate that it has examined fully all other reasonable 
options for meeting its identified need for development. This will be assessed through the examination of its 
strategic policies, which will take into account the preceding paragraph, and whether the strategy: 
a) makes as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites and underutilised land; 
b) optimises the density of development in line with the policies in chapter 11 of this Framework, including 
whether policies promote a significant uplift in minimum density standards in town and city centres and other 
locations well served by public transport; and 
c) has been informed by discussions with neighbouring authorities about whether they could accommodate some 
of the identified need for development, as demonstrated through the statement of common ground. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740441/Nati
onal_Planning_Policy_Framework_web_accessible_version.pdf

THE GREEN BELT – NEW NPPF
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Wick 
Farm

Crematorium

New Road linking 
Elsfield Road/ 
Ring Road 
junction with A 40 
near Sandhills

Sydlings 
Copse & 
College Pond 
SSSI at risk

Proposed Strategic Site Land North of Bayswater Brook 

Link road 
to A40 at 
Sandhills
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AREAS OF OBJECTION

• FLOODING - Low lying land along brook

• VIEWS – To and from Oxford and Headington over higher land

• ECOLOGY – Site immediately next to SSSI Sydlings Copse and College 
Ponds, no mitigation plans

• BOUNDARY – The new greenbelt boundary suggested consists of 
simple hedges to the west and barbed wire and open field to the east
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AREAS OF OBJECTION

• TRANSPORT – Severe problems both at Elsfield Turn/Marsh Lane and 
Bayswater Road/Green Road Roundabout
• Two proposed plans to solve the problem

• 1) Redevelop Green Road Roundabout – not practical
• 2) Build relief road re-joining A40 towards Forest Hill – would turn new estate into a rat 

run

• ARCHAEOLOGY – Plenty of Roman remains across the area

• GREEN BELT – NPPF requires that SODC has examined fully all other 
reasonable options
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Bayswater Farm

• Not included in Section 18 Consultation

• Will cause further congestion on Waynefleet and Bayswater Roads

• Valuable open space for Sandhills and East Barton
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CONSULTATION RESPONSE

• GO TO:
• http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/services-and-advice/planning-and-

building/planning-policy/local-plan-2034

• Respond by 5pm on 18 February 2019

• Response Headings
• Legal Compliance – NPPF, Consultation Process
• Duty to Cooperate – Housing for Oxford City
• Soundness – Everything else
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USEFUL LINKS

• Main Plan Documents - http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/services-and-advice/planning-and-
building/planning-policy/local-plan-2034

• Evidence studies - http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/services-and-advice/planning-and-
building/planning-policy/evidence-studies

• Includes 
• Site Selection Background Paper Part 2 (January 2019) Page 176

http://www.southoxon.gov.uk/ccm/support/dynamic_serve.jsp?ID=994974784&CODE=79DBF26D35774E3F413F28278F0D2CB
1
Proforma Site Assessment - Lower Elsfield p 143, Wick Farm - p 176
Detailed appraisals – Lower Elsfield and Wick Farm – p 396

• Previous Local Plan for comparison –
Sustainability Appraisal Matrices Alternative Strategic Allocations From SODC’s Local Emerging Plan – Wick Farm And Lower 
Elsfield – Copied into Beckley’s Neighbourhood Plan – Appendix 10 P 32 -
https://beckley-and-stowood-
pc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Beckley%20%26%20Stowood%20Neighbourhood%20Plan%20Evidence%20Base%202%20Appendix%
204-10.pdf

Drop-in event - Oxsrad Sports and Leisure Centre, Marston  - Monday 11 February, 4pm-8pm
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